Meeting Minutes 08.31.11

Attendance: Rachel, Alex, Kendra, Geoff, Christine

Recruitment Violations

- IFC
  - Told them Sunday to give Tech the publicity ad with the condition that may need to be pulled and apply immediately for exemption from rules for Tuesday or Friday issue (Friday preferred)
  - Violation: **ran ad in the Tech on Tuesday 08/31 without exemption**
  - Severity of infraction in question b/c could argue that falls under orientation since in handbook
  - Decision: **Fine equal to cost of full page color ad ($1000) or fine equal to half cost of full page ad ($500) and loss of two Midway privileges**

- MTG
  - Violation: **ran ad in Tech with drop posters in Lobby 7 and oversized posters and booth in W20 (W20 use not approved by CAC)**
  - Tell them to ask for exemptions in future
  - Did not appear to be aware about rules
  - Publicity was not intended for recruitment but for show advertisement
  - Interviewed at dress rehearsal with show review in Friday’s Tech
  - Decision: **$150 or $50 and loss of one Midway privilege**

- Crew and FredFest:
  - Decision: **unofficial warnings for oversized posters**

- APO
  - Violation: mass email about BookEx
  - Decision: **official warning with reminder to ask for future exemptions**

- CCC
  - Violation: **poster for event on 9/1 at 8pm (normally does not poster, could be recruitment event)**
  - Decision: **official warning, take down all posters, no taking sign-ups at event**

- Assistive Technology Class
  - Violation: **multiple posters**
  - Decision: **friendly warning** since not a student group

- Logarhythms
  - Violation: **multiple posters exceeding 17x22 size**
  - Decision: **official warning, take down posters, will fine in future if happens again**

- Add clarification to rules that Tech can write about group provided that Tech initiates article interest
- For future, have Tech, CAC and Info Center confirm with us for exemptions
- Ask IFC, Panhel, LGC, UA, and Dormcon to forward information about posterig policies
- “Implied” exemptions clarifications: undergraduate and graduate dorms and GSC advertised events

Orientation Midway

- Check setup in morning and arrive by 2pm
- Need to hang up banner, number tables
- Midway sound: budget $1000 for MIT A/V use or rent equipment from Cross Products
- GEL will not be allowed booth at Midway if they show up
Crime Club
• OGC wrote letter to James Hermes explaining students’ responsibility with regards to club activity
• Response asked for more specific questions about re-recognition to ensure intent and financial solvency of Crime Club with previous membership lists